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WINTER PARK, FLORIDA, WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 12, 1934

Rollins Students
Offered Essay
Opportunity

DON'T LET US OVERLOOK YOU

Varied P r o g r a m F e a t u r e s
Beethoven's Fifth;
Clemens D i r e c t s
The Symphony Orchestra of
Central Florida inaugurated
its
ninth season Sunday afternoon ii
Recreation Hall with an impress
ive program featuring Beethoven's
Fifth Symphony, which was played
with a wealth of tone and fine precision under the baton of Harve
Clemens.
This was followed by the Inter
mezzi from "The Jewels of the
Madonna," a modern number
lighter vein, and the program
brought to a rapturous conclusion
with the Vorspiel to *'Die Meistersinger" by Wagner.
It is noteworthy that this Symphony by Beethoven ranks among
the first five in a nation-wide poll
taken to ascertain which of all orchestral symphonies are considered the most popular today. This
year the Cesar Franck D mino]
Symphony leads the list, the other three being Dvorak's New
World, Brahms' First, and Tschaikowsky's Fifth.
There was a large and appre
ciative audience in attendance.
! The next program will be pre:sented at Recreation Hall on Sun
day, January 13.

POLL FAVOfiS
NEW DEAL
College Presidents, Editors
-Endorse Roosevelt Plan
Madison, Wis.—That college and
"university president and student
newspaper editors are in the
jority supporters of President
Roosevelt and the New Deal was
proven by the overwhelming "vote
of confidence" given Democratic
leaders and policies in a poll of
200 editors and presidents made
here by the Associated Collegiate
Press and Collegiate Digest.
Despite the fact that
college
'editors and presidents are thought
(j^y the layman to be either communistic or socialistic, only four
Wttf the editors professed to be socialistic, while not one of the presidents polled was either a socialist
ipr a communist. No editors were
listed as communists.
8' The division between the two
major parties was as follows: Edi»rs, 60 per cent Democrats, 40 per
lent Republicans; president, 51
iflDer cent Democrats, 49 per cent
iRepublicans.
A larger percentage of the edil*;ors believe in their constitutionility, with 83 per cent voting "No"
m the question, "Do you believe
;hat the New Deal policies are unconstitutional and un-American?"
Only 30 per cent of the presidents
voted "Yes" on this question.
Contrary to the general trend
)f the beliefs of the editors and
sidents, more voted for a limiation of New Deal activities than
'oted for an extension of them or
their continuation on
their
resent scale.

THANKS

The Christmas Fund is on its last active lap, and the
organized solicitation of students and faculty will be concluded vi^ith the end of school for the fall term.
Because of the impossibility of actual 100 per cent coverage, many who are willing to contribute have not as yet
done so. Others have not signified their willingness to donate cash to the Fund because unexpected expenses have
arisen which call for all money now on hand.
Both of these groups can be reached through this present appeal. Those who have not been asked to give, but
who desire to share their possessions with others less fortunate—and there must be many—^may address their donations to the Christmas Fund by mail. So worthy are the
projects aided by the Fund that in the past many have
volunteered their subscriptions.
Those who wish to subscribe but have not sufficient
ready cash on hand to pay their pledge in full may adopt
the 50 per now, 50 per cent February 1 plan; as many expenditures of the Fund carry throughout the winter, this
wiU not handicap the completion of its program on schedule.
All workers are urged to check their lists carefully in
order to make certain that every name thereon has been
covered, and to turn in all reports to the Chapel office as
soon as possible.

Number 22 Is Ominous For
Nemesis of U. S. Gangsters
By EVERETT HOLLES
UP Staff Correspondent
Chicago (UP)—Every time the
22nd day of the month rolls around
Melvin H. Purvis, soft-spoken
young chief of the Department of
Justice forces here, wonders what's
going to happen.
For Number 22 is an ominous
one for this shy Southerner who
hunted down the most murderous
outlaws of the times—John Dillinger, Charles (Pretty Boy) Floyd
and George (Baby Face) Nelson.
Last April 22 his men amubushed Dillinger and four companions
at Little Bohemia, a resort in the
Wisconsin north woods. The outlaws shot their way out, killing
Federal Agent W Carter Baum.
Killed Dillinger
On July 22 Purvis and a detail
of men shot Dillinger to death in
an alley on Chicago's near North
Side.
He led a group of his men into
Ohio on October 22, when a rain
of bullets from the officers' guns
ended the bloody career of Pretty
Boy Floyd.
On November 22 he received his
first definite information as to the
Wisconsin hideout of
Nelson.
Five day later two of his men engaged the little machine gunner
in a fight at Barrington, 111. The
federal agents were killed, but not
before they had fatally wounded
Nelson.
Purvis Superstitious
Purvis, with a grin of embar-

t admits he's superstitious.
He hates black cats and the tales
of superstitions that abound in
his native South Carolina hills are
fresh in his memory.
A man of silence — when he
talks it's in a mellow Southern
drawl—.Purvis cringes from publicity.
"To be in the limelight ruins
people," he told a group of newspaper men seeking an interview
recently.
Some of his reticence probably
can be attributed to the stringent
code of silence of the Department
of Justice. The quiet manner in
which he operates was exemplified
when on December 4 it was revealed that the widow of Baby Face
Nelson had been his captive since
Thanksgiving Day, for six days.
Persons who have heard of Furvis'
exploits are surprised when
they walk into hia office in a
"Loop" office building. He's not
brawny; he doesn't have
hands
like hams, and he doesn't scowl.
Melvin Horace Purvis is a slim
youth of 31 who weighs 127 pounds
and looks distinctly
pale. His
hands might be called delicate.
He represents to the highest degree the new type of detective
which the federal government has
found so effective since it went
into the crime chasing business in
a big way—a college trained man,
grounded in law and one who depends upon brains more than
brawn-

Drama Class
Gives Assembly

Debaters and
Oratorical
Association Busy

Miss Ewing's freshman class in
dramatics took over the assembly
period this morning to give a
demonstration of their work.
For the first half of the proam "Prayers of Steel" by Sandburg and "The Tragedian" by Aiken were read then interpreted by
movement.
Improvisations created by the
iss were given during the second
part of the program. "Creation
Primitive Man and His First
Feeling of Life," "Indians Discovering the First Ship," and "First
Night at the Theatre" were the
s of these selections.

Tennis
To Music

(By Associated Collegiate Press)
NEW WIILMINGTON, Pa. —
Tennis balls are being hit to music
the Westminister College gym
5ses for women. Miss Nandeen
Love, director of women's athlete
, has organized a co-ed class
tennis fundamentals, and in orderr to develop rhythm in the various strokes is using phonograph
ecord music.
For service strokes. Miss Love
explains, six-beat rhythm is best,
two measures of waltz music are
necessary for each stroke. Actual
provement in service and strokes
by those who are in the tennis-toOnly t(;n per cent of the uniic class would indicate that
rsity students of Germany may
this is one of the better methods of
women, according to a recent
learning tennis fundamentals.
Jizi ruling.
The members of the Dramatic
t Department wish to thank
! students who assisted with
production of "The Wind and
3 Rain", and hope that they
joyed their work sufficiently to
sh to help back-stage on future
oductions. Any who an intered in acquiring experience in
s technical work of the theatre
'• requested to get in touch with
r. Donald S. Allen as soon as
ssible.

i

A debate at the Kiwanis Club
of Orlando will be given Friday
Young and Olmsted on the affirmative will debate the Pi Kappa
Delta question against the negative side of Ehrlich and Boethe.
Last night's meeting of the Oratorical Association consisted solely of entertainment, with Professor Pierce providing the first part
of the program.
Mr. and Mrs. Pierce will entertain at the P. T. A. meeting in the
Winter Park high school tomorrow
at 7:45 p. m.
The debate before the Deland
chamber of commerce last Tuesday
was enthusiastically received, and
the Sanford meeting last Thursday was equally successful.

Predicts F. D. R.
On Third Party
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. — President Franklin Delano Roosevelt,
originator and champion of the
New Deal, will run for re-election
in 1936 on a liberal third party
ticket, it was predicted here by a
speaker b'efore a University of
Minnesota student forum. He will
be succeeded as head of the ticket
in 1940 by Floyd B. Olsen, presentime Farmer-Labor governor of
Minnesota.
The predicter was
Howard Y. Williams, organizer
and executive secretary of the National Farmer-Labor Party.

Annual Program in Chapel
Will Attract Wide Audience;
To Be Musical
The Annual Rollins Christmas
Service will be presented Thursday
evening in the Knowles Memorial
Chapel at 8:15 o'clock. As in
past years, the program has been
arranged with a view to embodying all the stately beauty and religious exultation of the season
in a service of praise and thanksgiving.
Although the complete plans for
the service will not be divulged
by the Chapel Program Committee, it is understood that the program will be largely musical, with
special Christmas offerings by the
choir and other campus musical
groups.
The Christmas Service has
formed an integral part in the activities of the chapel since its
dedication in 1932, and is considered the outstanding service of
the year, being always so well attended that special arrangements
must be made for taking care of
the congregation. Seats will be
reserved for faculty and students
until 8:00 o'clock.
Mrs.
Warren, donor of the chapel, will be present for the service,
and it is certain to be a delightful
and memorable occasion.
Dean Charles A. Campbell will
be in charge, and the music will be
under the direction of Choirmaster
Christopher 0. Honaas, with Professor Herman Siewert at the console of the organ.

TWO TARS ON
STATE ELEVEN

Students at Rollins College have
been advised of the biographical
essay contest sponsored by the
New York Southern Society.
The contest is to be based upon
the life of Algernon Sydney Sullivan, its founder and first president. Three prizes of fifty, twenty-five and ten dollars are offered to men and women students.
In connection with this contest
is an interesting fact that Rollins
is the only college to whom this
competition has been offered. The
New York Southern Society, since
1926,
has established at fourteen
different colleges an Award, given to an outstanding individual,
who need not be a graduate of any
college or university, and to one
man and one woman of the graduating class of each institution
wherein the Award is maintained.
Of these fourteen colleges, Rollins
alone, was asked to try out the idea
of an essay contest.
The purpose of the prizes is to
induce others to study the life and
character of Algernon Sydney Sullivan, so that they may, in a manner, have the sense of being in
the presence of a great, noble and
lovely personality and feel
the
strengthening of their own higher
purposes by reason of that contact.
Hence, what is desired, is an expression of the student's opinion
of the value of Sullivan's life, and
all such lives—an indication of the
student's own aims and philosophy
of life and conduct. Expounding
special economic or political theories is to be avoided.
The sources of
information
available in 1934 in Rollins College, are: the Biography of Mr.
Sullivan and the voluminous Appendix that contains copies of
many of his speeches and many of
numberless tributes paid to his
memory—all in one volume.
The essays should be delivered
before March 1st, 1935.

Frosh to
Sponsor Annual
Dance Friday

The annual all-college Break
Miller a n d Powell C h o s e n for Training Dance to be sponsored
F i r s t Team
by the Freshman class, will be held
this Friday night.
Two Tar gridders, George MilYou have all seen the excellent
ler, diminutive sophomore halfback, school spirit that these new stuand Tom Powell, stellar end, were dents have shown.
chosen for the first Assiociated
Everything has been done to
Press all state eleven, as announc- make this dance a success, and
ed by the Associated Press this now it is up to the students to
morning.
Miller was almost a attend.
unanimous choice for the first
The place is Dubsdread Country
team, getting nine first place votes Club, the music is to be furnished
from the ten sports writers and by a popular orchestra, the time
coaches participating in the poll. is from 9 'til 1 o'clock, and it is
The work of Miller has been formal Refreshments will be dooutstanding all season, his sen- nated by Mrs. Haggerty.
sational dashes for touchdowns
One-thirty permission will be
often bridging the margin between given all girls who attend.
victory and defeat.
Powell, at
All are urged to come and celeis end position, presented a stone brate break-training
and the
all defense in every game and Christmas holidays by a Yuletide
often snagged passes for substan- fire!
tial gains.
Five Rollins men also were given berths on the second team.
These gridders were: George Rogd; Len Roth, tackle; Goose
Kettles, center; Cleve Mclnnis,
guard; and Dave Schrage, halfback.
Soc Chakales gave Rudy
Rodriguez of Tampa a close run
for the quarterback position on the
second team, and lost it only be- Wednesday, Dec. 12, 5:30 p. m.
several coaches and sports- 1. Carols:
No. 328—"The First Noel."
writers gave votes for halfback to
No. 333—"O Little Town of
the Rollins man.
Every member of Florida's "lit- Bethlehem."
2.
Organ:
tle entente" landed at least one
Pastorale Symphony
Handel
player on the all-state first team.
Two Chorle Preludes
Bach
Tampa U. and Stetson U. both
(a) Lobt Gott, ihr Christen,
placed three men, Rollins and
allzugleich
Miami are represented by three
(b) Jesu, meine Freunde.
gridders, and Southern, without
winning a single State game, is 3. Solo by Hazel Bowen, Contralto
4.
Organ
included with the choice of fullChristmas Evening
back Daugherty.
Maurro-Cottone
The first and second all-state
(from Sicilian suite)
teams are as follows:
Offertoire upon two ChristPosition
Second
mas themes—..
Guilmant
II, Rol,
e
Rogers, Rol
Peck, St
5. Carols:
Hay
rth, St. g Da
Godwin, T.
God'
Kettles, P
No.
245—"It came upon the
Mclnnis, B
midnight clear"
Mastro.
Edison,
M.
No. 302—"Silent night"
Rodriquez,
No.
361—"Hark! the herald
angels sing"
Daugherty, So. fb
Petrowski, M.

VESPERS AND
CAROL
SERVICE

(Complete Campus Coverage)

NUMBER 12

THIS
MORNING
The total subscribed was

$259.30
This is the final published report.
Donations received after this noon will
be recorded on the indicator in Carnegie Hall.

Oil BURTON
Addresses Sunday Meditation
Service on "Game of Life"
Dr. Richard Burton spoke on
"The Game of Life" at the Morning Meditation in Knowles Memo-'
rial Chapel last Sunday.
He urged everyone to play the
game sportingly, and with good
cheer.
One's whole existence
should have the aspect of a game,
and should not be separated arbitrarily into work and fun. Both
those factors should intermingle.
He emphasized the fact that
kindness, courage, a proper sense
of awe in the presence of the infinite—reverence, and above all,
cheerfulness, are the cardinal virtues of religion. Our present generation stresses the sob side too
much. "Jesus wept", yes. But he
laughed too, or the mob would not
have followed him.
Our mortal sojourn is uncertain;
nothing can be proved, let alone
religion. Everything is a chance,
whether we eat, sleep or travel.
It is therefore stupid to say "Prove
it, or I won't accept it." We are
perfectly willing to bet on footbut not
the
istence or benificence of God.
"It is this element of uncertainty that adds relish and zest to our
planet," concluded Dr. Burton.
"The more so if we play the game
with these two thoughts in mind.
Put joy into it as far as you can,
and, bet on the right side, on the
side of God, who is able to help
every individual. Above all, get
enjoyment out of the procedure."
The Invocation was led by Seymour Ballard. Walter Chapin and
Virginia Jaekel gave the Testament Lessons, and Virginia Holm
read the Litany.
The last regular service of the
Knowles Memorial Chapel will be
held Thursday night, when
the
Christmas program is presented.
They will be resumed January 6,
when the Winter Term has begun.
Appropriate services of music
will be held at the same hour during the vacation. There will be
no choir, and probably no Litany
or Invocation, or sermon; only
music and silent worship.

CLOSE
Third Annual D r i v e T o
End T h i s W e e k ;
Level N o t H i g h
The Third Annual Christmas
Fund is drawing to a close, after
two weeks of active campaigning
by the combined chapel committees.
Due to a shortage of time and
other pressing circumstances, the
total subscribed has mounted more
slowly than in previous years, but
hope is held that the goal may yet
be surpassed.
Last minute donations and final
reports of solicitors are counted
upon to raise the total far above
its present level, and several gifts
are expected by mail after the
close of the drive on the campus.
Although active solicitation will
end with the close of school for the
fall term, donations will be accepted at any time thereafter.
The Fund will not close officially
until after the charity dance to
be held early in January, from
which the proceeds are to be turn-'
ed over to the Fund.

OR, HOLT
President Arrives Today
After Six-week Tour
President Hamilti 1 Holt returned this afternoon after a sixweek tour in the north, during
which '
tudtents in
leading preparatory a
high
schools in twelve states.
Dr. Holt planned to arrive tomorrow, but due to a last minute
cancellation of an engagement in
the east he was able to set the
date one day ahead of his previous
schedule.
He returned in good time to attend the annual Christmas service
Thursday night in Knowles Memorial Chapel.

Work on Boat
House Near End
The new addition to the Rollin'j'
boat house on Lake Maitland is
nearing completion.
The house has been enlarged in
order to make room for the new
shells which are expected to arrive soon after the Christmas holi-

FIRST STUDENT PRODUCTION
IN ANNIE RUSSELL THEATRE
By MAXEDA HESS
Playing to a capacity audience
in the Annie Russell Theatre Friday evening, December 7th, the
Student Company opened the Rol-'
ii.is dramatic season with the amateur premiere of Merton Hodge's
first original play, "The Wind and
the Rain."
Under the able direction of Dr.
Earl E. Fleischman and Miss
Katherine E. Ewing "The Wind
and The Rain" survived its first
introduction as an English play in
a Scotch setting played by American college students.
The setting of "The Wind and
The Rain," designed and executed
by Donald Allen, Katherine Ewing, Peter McCann and Marjorie
Schulten, was artistically realistic and convincing. The off-stage
sound effects of continual rain
were so realistic, in fact,
that
owners worried about their open
cars. A gentleman sitting near the
reviewer expressed relief that
Florida citrus was finally getting
a little moisture. He was convincTaking up the cast for discus- ed that the weather had joined
sion in their order of first appear- forces with the storm machine
ance, we must begin with Nancy
(Continued on Page 2, Col. 5)
(Continued on Page 2, Col. 1)

By EVELYN NEWMAN
Dramas about about medical research, physicians, and medical
students have been popular during
the past year. Merton Hodge's
play, "The Wind and the Rain,"
featuring a group of Edinburgh
medical students, has been running
in London since October, 1933. It
became a matter of vital interest
upon the campus last Friday evening, when it was presented by the
Student Company of Rollins College in the Annie Russell Theatre.
The presentation was in many
ways most admirable. The parts
were particularly well cast, and
the staging and lighting were
smoothly effective.
All the action of the play takes place in the
sitting room of Mrs.
MacFie's
lodging house in Edinburgh. That
room was the epitome of the shabby respectability of all dreary student lodgings throughout the British Isles. The wall paper was the
inevitable color, and the furnishings sufficiently scant and uncomfortable.

THE ROLLINS

College Broadens
Physical Ed
Program

"THE WIND AND THE RAIN"
REVIEWED BY DR. E. NEWMAN
(Continued from Page 1)
Cushman's portrayal of Mrs. Mac- of Ann and its sacrificial charac
triumphantly
Fie. In the opinion of this writer, ter she portrayed
it was one of the best characteri- here. The audience felt that she
zations Miss Cushman has so far had reached a poise and serenity
achieved. Her manner was a con- which enabled her to think imper
summate blend of officious kindli- sonally for the good of the ambi'
ness and loquacious gossipy inter- tious man who was even yet too
est, such as the typical lodging self-centered in his attitude tow
house keeper would show for her ard her.
In the last act after the joyous
student family. Added to this
was a kind of maternal indulgence reception of the final examina.
a woman of her years would feel tion reports, the test of acting for
toward young men under her both the major characters came
care. There was just the right in the trunk-packing scene. .
blend of shocked incredulity and has given her all. Charles has
almost coy forbearance in
her taken it unquestioningly. H(
manner and speech. Dialect is al- about to return to his mother and
ways a difficult medium of ex- Jill. All that she asks is a book
pression to one who is naturally . of songs containing the Shakesforeign to that medium. Miss pearean one on the "Wind and the
Cushman was especially success- Rain," the one that had been the
means of bringing them together.
ful in this respect.
Gilbert Maxwell, as Gilbert Ray- Here, in the writer's opinion, Mr.
far
mond, was the complete foil to Warren should have been
Charles Tritton, the oversensitive more convincing in his portrayal
and inarticulate hero of the play. of feeling.. This lack continued
Raymond represents that too fre- in the closing scene when three
quent character upon any campus, weeks later they unexpectedly met
the clever and debonair follower in the same environment. Here,
joyful
of pleasure rather than of the hard where a triumphantly
road toward professional attain- knowledge should have guided the
hero
to
a
rapid
and
satisfactory
ment. Partly because the author
put the most brilliant lines into demonstration of his love, one felt
this character's mouth and partly still that hesitant inarticulateness
because Gilbert Maxwell entered of the first act. Mr. Warren had
so completely into the uttering of the most difficult part to play,
them and the action they portray- and he played it well, as has been
ed, he almost "ran away with the said, but his tempo should have
show," appropriating at times, sit- been speeded up to a much greater
uations that should have
been degree.
Of the other characters, Carl
dominated by the hero. In spite,
however, of this criticism, Mr. Howland, as John Williams, playMaxwell did a brilliant and con- ing a merely neutral part, was restrained and adequate. Robert
vincing piece of work.
Warfield was excellent as Paul
It is more difficult to point out
Duhamel, the understanding oldboth the excellencies and defects
er man, who shared in some reof Alberto Warren as Charles
spects the philosophy of Raymond,
Tritton. From the moment Mr.
but who admired and yearned for
Warren entered the play to the fithe student diligence of Tritton.
nal curtain, the audience felt his
The atmosphere of cosmopolitanessential manliness and fineness of
ism surrounded him, and the delispirit. They understood his obligacate intonations of foreign accent
tion both to his mother and to Jill,
completed the character of the
his childhood companion, to whom
appealing Frenchman. Catherine
he felt tentatively bound. He had
Bailey performed her small part
been too closely held by the domito perfection. Her nonchalant acnant direction of his mother, and
ceptance of Ann's presence and her
now suffered in the grim atmosseeming indifference of farewell
phere of the medical environment.
to Charles were master strokes.
His disillusionment and nostalgia
Nor must we omit to mention the
would have undoubtedly been his
wide-eyed credulity and young inundoing had not Ann Hargreaves
nocence expressed by George
appeared at the right moment as
Young, as Peter Morgan, the enthe feminine principle of sustaintering freshman, who is to walk
ing love.
the path in a repeating cycle of
Elfreda Winant is always intel- all that the curtain is going down
ligent and appealing in her ac- upon.
tions. There was still a slight
Norris Clark and Sally Limerick
trace of her habit of taking the
audience too much into her confi- are to be congratulated upon the
dence. In the opening scene she degree of illusion they wrought
was compelled to be somewhat ag- upon the audience in producing
gressive, since the man in the case the mechanical sound effects of
was the hesitant and undeveloped the wind and the rain.
youth. In the second act, after
two years of such tutelage and
Some students at Yale have a
loving service, Charles Tritton had two weeks reading period, during
reached the point where he was a t which they read books instead of
least willing to allow Jill to at- going to class, just preceding
tend the dance with her substitute spring vacation. This arrangeescort, who, by the way, was very ment gives a total lapse of all
well portrayed by Charles Claw- classes from March 9 to April 9.
son. This scene in the old sitting Several students have been reports
room was the high point of action ed to have taken a trip to Europe
for Miss Winant. The great love [ for the month.

(By Associated Collegiate Press)
Waterville, Mo.—Individual initiative is the keynote of the new
student physical education plan developed by Colby College faculty
members—and students will no
longer be required to take the long
resented regimentation courses.
Prof. Gilbert F. Loebs, formerly a member of the Pennsylvania
State College faculty, is directing
the new program, which is design-

SANDSPUR

FIRST DRAMATIC PRODUCTION
REVIEWED BY STUDENT

ed by the trustees to provide students with a stamina and incentive
for study.
Under the new program, each
student will receive a specific ac(Continued from Page 1)
count of his condition after he has
tempo of the first act, he made up
By MAXEDA HESS
taken his physical examination.]
Certain remedial measures will be ' back-stage (Nice work . . . who- for his slowness admirably in the
following scenes. He provided the
prescribed for any defects he may ever rained all evening!)
have. Then the student chooses a
It was inexcusable, however, necessary "wind" needed to carry
sport for every season, some on for a member of the property crew the play along.
It is amazing what vitality and
intercollegiate teams, and the rest to be caught loitering on stage by
in intramural groups.
the opening curtain of the second freshness Maxwell brings with him
Modified exercises, such as shuf- act, and again a short while later. the moment he sets foot on stage.
unrefleboard and ping-pong are offered Such accidents, as the one in this As Gilbert Raymond, the
as corrective work for those few particular instance, deserve criti- pressed, his humor was highly infectious.
In
or
out
of
his
cups,
his
who would find the other games cism in view of the fact that they
too strenuous.
are able, in a split-second, to tear audience was with him. Even his
down all of the atmosphere
so ukelele-lament was forgiven. What
shakily built up by the acting cast. greater love could man show for
Chagrin for back-stage inefficienRobert Warfield, veteran young
cy is tardy payment to the audience and players. Only the pass- actor, delighted and relieved his
audience
as the cosmopolite French
age of time and convincing acting
brought the audience back to Mrs. doctor and philosopher, Paul Duhamel.
His
was a cool head and
MacFie's in Edinburgh.
of the school's displays depicting
within him one sensed an innate
The theme of "The Wind and the
various industrial processes.
ability to rise to any occasion.
Included in the
exhibit
are Rain," as interpreted by this re- Warfield's delineation of
Duhasmall bottles containing samples viewer, is the various adjustments mel's character was
admirably
of petroleum products from the to life that young men and women toned to blend with the acting of
raw crude to finished motor oil, are forced to make while yet stu- his co-workers.
gasoline, kerosene, and wax. A dents. The sudden acquaintance
It is always refreshing to see
pressed
sketch of a typical refinery flow with pain and suffering
minor roles played with finesse and
chart indicates the various points heavily upon the sensitivity of
perception. George Young, as the
young Charles. Gilbert laughed
in the process at which the :
timid Peter Morgan, gave a splenand drank in mortal fear he might
spective products are removed,
did interpretation of the shy,
allow himself to stop and think.
young entering medico. Catherine
Williams was not the type of stuBailey came into her own in her
dent-doctor that would
suffer
"goodbye" scene with
Charles
greatly one way or another. Paul
Tritton. The part of John WilDuhamel was "half-Christ,
half
liams was capably handled by
devil." He had seen too much of
Carl Howland. As a coat takerthe world. Thus, over a period of
off and getter-into, he was unsurfive years, the audience was acpassed. Ably within his role Wilquainted with the cross-currents
liams proved an excellent foil for
of thought and emotion in the lives
the wit of the adolescent Rayof these four young medicos quarmond.
tered in Mrs. MacFie's lodgingCharles Clawson's presentation
house.
of Roger Cole was innocuous actAn award for creditable work ing. Roger, in script, was a weak,
might well be given to Alberto charming social wasp.
He was
Warren for the sensitivity and re- charming, however, a charm which
strained emotion with which he
Clawson kept
well-secreted
interpreted Charles Tritton, the when present on stage. Heretocentral figure in the play. Mr. fore, Mr. Clawson has been more
Warren, a new-comer to the Rol- generous with himself.
lins stage, made good use of his
A quiet play, treating of stndent
role. He played the halting, selfserious young medico excellently. life with dignity and English understanding,
"The Wind and The
Mr. Warren's voice in his interpretation was everything it should Rain" demands full character realbe with the possible exception of ization. As Dramatic Consultant,
Director
greater projection to his audience. Annie Russell, a n d
Fleischman and Assistant Director
LOS ANGELES, Calif.—"Neces- It was evident, as the play pro- Ewing deserve credit for a sympasity is the mother of invention" gressed, that he was playing to thetic projection of the little which
runs an old adage, and when Greek and with the members of his sup- Mr. Merton Holdge, the playwright
letter fraternities at the University porting cast. The acting in the has to say.
of Southern California recently scenes between himself and Robwere banned from paddling their ert Warfield, as Paul Duhamel,
pledges by an edict by Pres. Rufus was marked with fine parallel
B. von KleinSmid they were forced feeling and blended action.
Miss Elfreda Winant gave a satto uncover an alternative method
Anne
to keep their neophytes in hand isfactory performance as
Hargreaves, the lead-role opposite
—and find it they did.
Mr. Warren. She projected out to
By MURIEL PRICE
Discarding their guiding motto her audience so emphatically, howDuring these last few years, the
"spare the rod and spoil the child" ever, as to harm the feeling of inUnited States has been faced with
—another good old adage—the U. timacy in her love scenes with
many crises—economic, financial,
S.C. fraternities through concert- Charles. Miss Winant made
a and political.
ed action taken by the interfrater- very beautiful Anne.
Today, however, the realization
nity council have adopted a "foilThe characterization of the dour
proof" merit system that bids fair Scotch lodging-keeper, Mrs. Mac- of an impending journalistic crisis forcing itself not only on the
to instil respect and decorum in the Fie, was no easy assignment to an
hearts of the lowly freshmen American student. The gaelic | managers and editors of our leading newspapers, but also on the
tongue does not readily lend itself
millions of people who read them.
Under the new system now in to adaptation. Miss Nancy Cush
This crisis is also being felt in
operation on the Trojan campus,
Mrs. MacFie, had perhaps
European countries, but naturally
a pledge starts out his fraternity the most difficult role to handle
for different reasons. American
career with a clean slate. For
entire play. She ably crenewspapers are afraid of the opinperforming his asigned duties in ated her character.
ions of their social neighbors (witthe proper manner he may earn
The Misses Winant and Cush- ness the scandal sheets which are
merits, but if he should stray man, two of Rollins' most talentso delightfully relished.) Eurofrom the straight and narrow ed and experienced actresses, failpath he is the recipient of demerits ed, however, to rise to the heights
which can only be removed by do- of dramatic interpretation this reing additional work.
viewer knows them to be capable
Special — Special
of doing. In no other way were
they disappointing except in their
seeming lack of inspiration in
their parts.
For the clever breeziness with
which he beered and helled his
at
way through the play, Gilbert
c L KS p
ae I E U
I
Maxwell deserves a stove lid or a
<=. S
e A O K A
t
A
o
stray orchid. After retarding the

CRUDE OIL REFINERY
DISPLAY RECEIVED
BY CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT
A display rack showing a typical refining process for Pennsylvania crude oil has been received
at Rollins and will be used for instruction in chemistry, according
Dr. Edward J. Salstrom, associate
professor of chemistry.
The exhibit, which was furnished by the Pennsylvania Grade
Crude Oil Association of Oil City,
Pa., will become a permanent part

Survey of
Failures Shows
Interesting Facts
ATHENS, Ga.—A study of student failures at the University of
Georgia has revealed that those
who failed their courses, in comparison with the remainder of the
tudent body, had more absences
from class work, spent less hours
study, had more disorderly conduct, and that their parents had
less education and a large number
of broken homes.
Student explanations of their
ilures were:
Having to take
urses they did not like; difficulty in studying; inability to make
proper use of time; postponing
school work; wasting time; being
self-conscious; foreign languages; lack of definite objective;
ices, lack of ability to concentrate and nervousness.
Rogues Gallery
A professor at Brown University
photographs people who borrow
money from him.

Frats Adopt
Merit System
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School papers are treated the
same way.
Universities issue
pamphlets (usually either the
printing or the paper is bad) and
which deal exhaustively with their
differentiating subjects.
If both American and European
newspapers, belonging to schools
or private organizations, would
worship at the shrine of Truth, a
new spirit of idealism and fine
courage would enter the field of
journalism.
The students of Glasgow Univesity in Scotland upset the whole
of Great Britain by publishing a
fictitious yarn concerning the
crash of a trans-Atlantic aviatrix
and then took up a collection for
their charity fund when a crowd
appeared at the supposed crash.

Good news! A real Rainwater Shampoo at Ritz Beauty Salon, Morse Blvd., Phone
427-J.

Andy^s Garage
266 Church Street

Writer Compares
Problems of World
Newspapers

CROSSWORD
SOLUTION

i is toltat

pean newspaper.
f the
opinions of theii
w^.
bors. Ours is mc
e.
their is physical (p.
tics often being syno.
This has been prov*
fact that half of what
for these newspapers is n
ed, and half of what is pr.
either greatly exaggerated o.
interpreted. Therefore, the ,
pie have rightfully come to . ^.
conclusion that only about fortyeight per cent of what they
read is the whole truth and nothing but the truth.
Our headlines are grim and determined to make the reader take
notice. We are interested and begin reading. ,,,Suddenly a word is
broken off, and we notice with
displeasure that the end of this
article is on page 18, column 6.
How disillusioning to have to
wade through pages and pages of
advertisements and puzzles.
English newspapers are far
more intelligent and coherent to
read, for their articles all begin
and end on the same page.
The French have two types of
newspapers: one similar to ours,
and another kind which imparts
all the news relating to its specific subject. The subjects
vary
from theatrical to financial.

See
"Dick" Whittemore
about special price
to students

. . . We Repair . . .
AU Makes of
Automobiles

Driving
Home
for
Christmas?
Perhaps you'll need some
Gloves . . . or a Windbreaker, a Leather Jacket . . . a
a Muffler, maybe a H a t . . •
a Sweater.
Or a gift for Dad . . . or
Brother
something
you've seen here and liked.
It will please us to serve
you. And may you have
a very

MerryChristmas
R.C. BARER, INC.
"at the corner,
downtown"

N o w Open for E i g h t h S e a s o n

The Latch String Tea Room
718 Magnolia Avenue

3t is xtnt ittislt ihni gnwr ClJtrjstmjts t e 3^g^^s unit ikni
gou itn n prosperous busittess itntin^ tJte gejrr^

Orlando 8751

Delicious Food Thoughtfully Served

Any Place in United States

nintittxt

tltxrtg-fibe.

TRAVEL BY BUS
One-Way and Round-Trip Fares Lowest in Years

Stop! Stop in
at

Fast, Convenient Schedules
INFORMATION AND TICKETS SEE

^xillms ^b^tximin:^ €itmmhmitn

STEVENS

J. H. AMES, Agent

Service Garage

Florida Motor Lines and Greyhound Line

e may personally wish you
A Merry Christmas

HAMILTON HOTEL
Winter Park

THE

The details, so far as we know
are: one of the most popular orchestras in the vicinity, the Dubsdread Country Club all decorated
for the final night before going
home, dancing from nine to one.
Mrs. Haggerty donating the refreshments (many thanks, Mrs.
Haggerty), formal dress
(but
don't let that keep you away, although it is a traditionally stiffshirt affair) and in the honor of
the football team, and, of course,
when: this Friday night. See you
there, date or no date, everybody
goes. Follow the Freshmen and
have fun.
.500—why, how and who. We
don't pose as oracles, nor as experts, but we suppose that it is
in order to give our ideas, or at
least some of them, on the Freshman football season. And to do
that it would appear that is might
be well to review the last game of
the year, the final tilt of the
Freshman Squad.
The Sanford Game came on
Thursday of last week when the
Rats went over to Quil Jordan's
home town to strut their stuff. In
the first half they forgot what
they had come over for, playing
what Dean Enyart would say was
one of the sorriest exhibitions of
lousy football he had ever seen.
(At least that is what we gathered he thought as he talked with
us on the bench.) We must admit that it was quite sloppy as
football goes. Sanford scored and
converted that period and the half
ended with the Baby Tars feeling
very punk about a 7-0 score.
But in the second half the rats
came back strong and
showed

ED RANDALL
Tailor
222 Park Avenue

" s i x Ml z s 7>Q/n OW-A"' o
ON 5A»EOftS>_Hifiti'**^ '

what they could go when
they
tried. Sanford did its best, but
that wasn't so good as what the
Tarettes were doing. In spite of
the field, which was very sandy
and none too smooth, they managed to score twice and keep the
high school team from doing much
in the way of anything. So the
Rats won their fourth and last
game, making the average for the
year .500.
Re football in general: It is
very difficult to turn out a football team without practice, and
the team did not have enough time
to practice. We don't mean that
they should practice every day;
that would make them "stale."
But the players had to go to classes until 3:45 every day
before
dressing for practice and many of
them had to he home early to wait
on the tables in Beanery. This
left about an hour for practice, at
the most, which is an unfortunate
situation at best. And we give
Will Rogers and Webber Haines
plenty of credit for doing what
they did in the time they had.
Also the practice field has its
handicaps. The team had to dress
on campus and ride in a bus to
the field and come back in the
evening, which might not be so
bad. But there is the everlasting
sandspur (not the paper, you
mugs, not the paper—the weed.)
We can think of nothing more demoralizing for a team than to dash
out onto a field, full of enthusiasm
and then get all full of sandspurs.
It may sound funny, but it isn't.
With sandspurs in their hands, the
team couldn't handle the ball normally. The centers couldn't pass,
the backs and ends couldn't catch
the ball. Also, very often,
the
team had to stand around and lose
interest while one member took
the sandspurs out of the ball so
they could use it. (Usually he
got full of them himself in the
process). Toward the end of the
season, the weeds seemed to die by
themselves, but they were the
squad's introduction to the season
and none too good for the squad
either, we feel. Even the linemen,
putting their hands down on the
ground when they got into position, picked up an number of sandspurs.
Did you know that Breezie Robson is now Auntie Breezie? We
offer you congratulations, or whatever it is.
One thought: At the Tampa
Football Dance in Tampa last Saturday we noticed that all the stags
stood in the center of the floor and
that between dances the gentlemen took their partners on" their
arms and walked slowly around the
floor in a sort of a parade, but very
informally. It is done in other
places too. We definitely
liked
the idea, as it afforded an opportunity to find people and to see
who was there.
Incidentally, we are very glad
we went to that dance, because
after seeing all the fighting
in
the stands at the game we didn't
feel very well toward Tampa U.,

. . . Good F o o d . . .
Attractive

Surroundings

Woman's Exchange
102 E. Park Avenue

75c & $1.00 Dinners
Sandwiches
Private Dining Room
Catering to Rollins
No Cover Charge

Goodman and Williams
Home cooked foods, Taylor conserve fruits. Jelly and Jams
packed for shipping.

Old Jewelry
Hand Made Quilts
Novelties . . ,

THHBI

SANDSPUR

BENNY

RAT SQUEAKS

Well, folks, we suppose the biggest news of the week is the coming Freshman Dance, and from all
the advance reports we can gather
it will be Big. We want everyone to come around. It's All-College, and that means it's
free,
which gives no excuse for spending that money you saved to go
home on when you just don't want
to hang around the house Friday
night. And furthermore, it is to
be combined with the annual Break
Training Dance, which they say is
one of the best events of the social season. Tnat makes two good
reasons for turning up with bells

ROLLINS

N o M o n e y In H i s P o c k e t

but we now understand that the
fighting is done by outsiders, not
Tampa U. men and we are certain
that we can learn a lot from Tampa as regards courtesy toward visistors and general ballroom eti- (By Associated Collegiate Press)
quette toward invited
outsiders.
New York City—Glen Gray and
It was the best dance we've been the Casa Loma Orchestra, which
to this year, or at least we enjoy- holds the record for appearances
ed it the most. Roses to Tampa. at college and university functions
present new ideas in band organization as well as popular dance
We've heard a lot of talk about
a Freshman Basketball team next hythms.
Glen Gray is president of the
term. They say there isn't any,
but they also say that there will :]asa Loma Corporation in which
We think it's a fine idea, nembers of the band are stocksure that there is enough holders, drawing quarterly diviinterest among the boys to put dends as well as regular salaries.
ew members are added to the
We don't know about the
band only after they have been
girls, but why not.
passed on by a board of directors
Somebody told us that it would on the basis not only of musical
terfere with intramurals, which
e doubt, but even so, why can't
people play both if they want to ?
Incidentally, we always thought
that the school came before the
fraternity or dorm.
We doubt
PHILADELPHIA—UP—College
that this is the real reason for not graduates are finding it easier to
having a Freshman team, but we get jobs, according to Dr. Clarence
t anyway.
E. Clewell, director of the University of Pennsylvania
Placement
Rats You Shouldn't Have Missed: Service.
n increase of 76 per cent of
The Freshman football squad
eekng
spiritual
aid,
singing positions obtained for youths just
hymns on their way to play San- out of college was reported by Dr.
Clewell for the year 1933-34, endford last week.
ing on June 30.
Positions were fbund for 536
The Cloverleaf Cleo, who has
graduates, as compared to 304 in
had her trunk packed to go home
the preceding year. An increase
for the last three weeks, at least.
of 122 per cent was reported in
positions in the industrial field,
The Chase Chappies who final- which teaching jobs were 54 per
ly got dates last week and tried cent greater.
the Curb Service at Norris', a la
parisienne (They were
walking,
could not get the conventional he'd been on a date . . . bo)
Gutter Service afforded autoists), The Cloverleaf. Cleo standing
built houses in the sand-pile by round the streets of Orlando for
the grammar school, serenaded two and a half hours the other
outside Prof. Iton^yU hnuse. nlav- afternoon. What a pal!
ne Kollins Romeo, anas bales:d ring-around the rosie and finally came home—via a good
old man Sam, who promised to give
game of choo-choo—to get dress- us fifty cents for some free advertising—as if a millionaire needed
ed to go swimming.
advertising.
The Cloverleaf Cleo running
The other Rats, emulating the around in cellophane.
last crowd, who moved all the furThe Rats who like motorcycles
niture out of a sorority liv- —but whom motorcycles don't
ing room and proceeded with a pil- like.
low fight before going out to play
The Rats who went out for a
tag and walk like cats along the bicycle ride and ended up in a
fences at Sue Lake.
graveyard.
The Rat who sits all alone enThe Cloverleaf Amazon who said tertaining her date in the front
she was sorry she missed the Tam- hall of Cloverleaf and never goes
pa Game as soon as we told her into the living room or out onto
there were several fights in the the porch. (She's the one who
stands. What a woman, men, what told us she'd give us some dirt if
she knew any!)
The Cloverleaf Cleo who got
mixed up about the curtain being
The Rat who turned up in C
up or down last Friday night.
in his football uniform at 8 ]
The Rollins Romeo and his light
after the Sanford Game. (He
lust.
The Cleo running around Tampa
all week-end making so sure she
had a date that she got almost
everybody else's, missing her own
entirely.
Merry Christmas, everybody.
Have fun and bring back a lot of
242 East Park
dirt.

By J. C a r v e r P u s e y

Casa L o m a O r c h e s t r a Boasts

tVossword Puxzle

Unique Organization Among Bands

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ B7 LABS MOBBIB
ability, but congeniality and personality as well.
This has led to the saying in
musical circles that Casa Loma is
organized like a business firm and
run like a college fraternity.
Originality may be the keynote
in their popularity. Casa Loma
set a record by playing for more
than 70 collegiate affairs in 40
states in three seasons.
The band is now on the air with
the Camel Caravan, cip-featured
with Walter O'Keefe and Annette
Hanshaw and broadcast over the
Columbia Network every Tuesday
and Thursday nights.

Graduates Find Jobs To Refuse All
Candidates For
More Plentiful
Masters Degrees

BENNETT
Electric Shop
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(By Associated Collegiate Press)
20
1.\
la
m
Birmingham, Ala.—The general
faculty of
Birmingham-Southern
3M
Zl
83
as
College has voted to accept no
more candidates for the master's
16
27
•a
degree, so that its members may
devote a full portion of their time
30
to the development of undergraduate courses, it was made known
5M 35
n
5\
S5
here recently.
The action of the faculty fol;6
J»
lowed a long period of discussion,
and was made in line with recom39
42
mendations made by the Association of American Universities.
MS"
45
This move by the faculty of the
Birmingham institution is considSo
M9
Ml
Ma
ered to be in line with the basic
program laid down some time ago
92
51
by which the curriculum is divided
B
into a lower division for completing general courses, and an upper
) 1934 by United Featurt Syndicate. ftjc._
division for
moro opo-:-.!;—-J ment, expeniiieiu:
-SUTEKTISB IN
saia tne aucourses to oe pursued
THE SANDSPUR
thor, smiling at his Boswell. "Try
ty graduate schools.
all the forms, especially those you
don't like.
Improve your taste
and technique; above all, serve an
apprenticeship in structure-craftHairdresser
manship, not trying to spin an
epic at 21.
At that period the
9 Washington Arcade
philosophy
and
emotions
are
not
GREENCASTLE, Ind. — "The
Tel. 3522
Orlani
poetry produced by American col- sufficiently tried to be interpretlege students today is more dis- ed."
ciplined and promising than it ever
was in the past," Mr. Louis Untermeyer, famed anthologist and
poet, told a university student
journalist recently.
"The collegiate age, 18 to 20, is
that period of life most conducive
to writing poetry," he said, with
his mouth full of cake. "Then,
the emotions are most alive, and
the impulse to write and express
oneself is almost second nature."
"In advising young poets I
should urge; experiment, experi-
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Charles Wright

L a u d s College
Student Poetry

THE KING AND QUEEN OF "CARIOCA"

Spring Models in
Taffetas and Crepes
at

Gloria Hat Shoppe
2 Washington Arcade, Orlando

PARISIAN CLEANERS
COMING SOON

at

"Where Cleaning Is an Art"

CRIP'S BILLIARD PARLOR
W O R L D S
C H A M P I O N S
. . . . Watch for Dates . . . .

CLEANING . . . PRESSING
AU Work Guaranteed

Free Holiday Storage
Leave your car at Bledsoe's, when you
go home for Christmas vacation.

VACATION IS HERE
May your be a Merry one,
And when you return
Come to

BLEDSOE'S
PHONE 200
Trunk Delivery

NORRIS
The College Store

All Wool
Flannel Robes
for College Men
The Men's Fashion Corner
is the place to find that
flannel robe, in solid color
or fancy stripe. Nice selection $8 to $12. Silk Robes

GAY \)lVO/!ffl
^

..vr,:/,. A L I C 'E

BRADY
-EDWARD

$8.60 to $25.

YOWELLDREW CO.
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yet mighty,
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investigation
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Crime Is Threatened
Crime in the United States would
appear to be on the decline, if the
news reports of the past few weeks
may be credited with carrying an
accurate indication of the actual state
of affairs.
With three "public enemies" wiped off the national map within a few
months, incidentally on a coincidental series of dates which provide interesting reading in a United Press
story on another page of this issue,
the government is relentlessly clamping down on vice.
As this is written, a sweeping,
coast-to-coast anti-narcotic campaign
has netted a total of nearly 800 arrests. This move is under the direction of President Roosevelt himself,
and the chief executive has announced that the federal government is
sounding the death knell of all organized crime in America.
Narcotic peddlers, disreputable attorneys, bootleggers, and general
"captains of crime" have all been openly challenged by a conference called by Attorney General Cummings,
and more stringent statutes for use
in dealing with those who are apprehended in any misdemeanor are
an important unit in the new program for crime elimination.
The Department of Justice has
distinguished itself in many cases
during the past twelve months, and
now seems well on the way to gaining
further distinction.
Under Mr. J.
Edgar Hoover, whose astute generalship of the entire department's forces has materially aided the success
attained to date, the federal government stands in a position which it
should have gained long ago. It is
to be hoped that none of the characteristic red tape of American politics
will interefer with the efficient operation of this new regime.

Faculty Censorship
At Louisiana
During the past few weeks, there
has been a great deal of excitement
at the Louisiana State University.
First, two editors of the "Reville", the
student newspaper, were ousted by
the administration because they protested faculty censorship of their
publication.
When this became
known to the students of the University, fifty members of the '.'Reville" staff resigned in sympathy with
the dismissed editors. The bone of
contention proved to be an affidavit,
endorsed by the two students, naming Senator Huey P. Long as the actual "dictator" of the University.
Following the resignation on the
part of the newspaper staff members, the entire student body made
an issue of the case. Twice wooden
effigies of the President of the University, Dr. James Monroe Smith,
who headed the body that ousted the
editors were found hanging in prominent campus localities. Dr. Smith
has treated the whole controversy
with cool indifference, doing nothing
to placate the incensed students.
The protest of the undergraduates
is a just contention. The individuality of a college or university newspaper is destroyed when it is placed
under the restriction of faculty censorship. It ceases to be a medium
through which the student body can
freely present its views and criticisms, and resolves itself into an administration mouthpiece.
In refusing to meet the issue presented by the students. Dr. Smith
practically admitted the grave charges that were made.
On the other
hand, if he had met their attacks
openly with democratic tolerance, and
proved their assertions to be false,
he might have prevented the circumstances from receiving the nationwide attention that it did.
Thus
spaiting the University the injury
that it has undoubtedly received from
the unwholesome publicity that has
been circulated concerning the affair.

BY OTHER EDITORS
students Are Adults
"If the time ever comes when we
are prepared to treat university students like adults we shall see further economies in administration,"
Robert Maynard Hutchins, president
of the University of Chicago, deR e V i e v?. Universities, he said,
have developed the idea in parents,
or parents have developed it in universities, that the institution is in
some way responsible for the moral,
social and intellectual welfare of the
student. That is very nice for the
parents; it is hard on the universities, for, besides being expensive, it
deflects from their main task, which
is the advancement of knowledge.
A university cannot undertake to
give a student character or intellectual interest, he said. If it is to do
its work properly, the students must
have these qualities when he enrolls. President Hutchins is not
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speaking only of the University of
Chicago, where he has made great
strides forward in administration
and contributed in no mean degree
to the advancement of knowledge.
He is speaking of any university
which finds that it is spending too
much money to do the work of a cus:todian establishment, a church, or a
body-building institute.
Parents who do not make adults of
their children before they ship them
off to college unquestionably are
handicapping not only the school
which receives the children, but also
the children themselves. If a boy or
girl cannot take care of himself or
herself by the time college age is
reached, it is unlikely that he or she
will learn to do so without unnecessary trouble and expense for the
school which receives him or her. The
work of the university should begin
where the work of the parents leaves
off. The duties of the two should
not overlap.

Bptivitioo if

t h o v w o r p o-i"*" o^r+r-a

time. There would be more time for
thinking and research—the quality
of work would be greatly improved
under the five day system.
Numerous colleges have found the
five day week successful; for after
all the number of hours spent in
class aren't near so important as the
hours spent in indvidiual study.—
Furman Hornet.
A good many things are impossible,
but some of them have been put
across by bone-headed chumps who
didn't have enough sense to know
that they couldn't be done, and would
not listen to reason.

THE CHAPEL TOWER LIGHT
By Dean Charles A. Campbell

Keeping Christmas
In a few days we shall be celebrating Christmas, the festival of love.
Henry Van Dyke remarked that "Are
you willing to remember the weakness and loneliness of people who are
growing old; to stop asking how
much your friends love you, and
ask yourself whether you love them
enough; to try to understand what
those who live in the same house
with you really want, without waiting for them to tell you; to trim
your lamp so that it will give more
light and less smoke, and to carry it
in front, so that your shadow will
fall behind you; to make a grave for
your ugly thoughts and a garden for
your kindly feelings, with the gate
open—are you willing to do these
things even for a day? Then you
can keep Christmas."

THE riRSI ONITED
STATtS
ANCIENT t<iVPT W M COMPOSED
OF MANV LITTLE STATES, EACH
F WHICH HELD A STORE OF
, „ _ . , - ' THEIR CONSTANT
OVER. THIS WATER. THEV FINALLY
IN 34-00 B.C. COMBlNtP INTO ONE
«UNITEP STATES ;'>NITH A
COMMON SOVERNMENT.

Time or Triviality?
One has only to attend a Monday
morning class at either of our colleges to realize that there is something wrong with the present educational system; for each Monday a
professor has to conduct his class entirely by the lecture method, or he
has to pry answers from a tired and
sleepy bunch of students whose
minds are still cluttered with
thoughts of football games or home
town sweethearts.
The present six day school system allows little or no time for preparation of Monday's classes. It is
only human for students to attend
football games on Saturday and go
home over week-end, for everyone
needs some recreation. But if one
does take Saturday afternoon as a
holiday there is absolutely no time
to prepare for Monday classes; because Sunday is rightly set aside as
a day for worship and rest.
It seems that a five day school
week would have many points in its
favor. It would give students time
to prepare for each of their classes
adequately, and ,it is a known fact
that a professor can cover twice as
much ground and a student receive
twice as much benefit from a lesson
for which the student has done
some personal research.
The five
day week would also give students
time to recuperate from their
week ends and they would not use
class periods to catch up with lost
sleep. A great many more students
would participate in extra-curricula

he was starved to death.
Mozart,
the musicians of musicians, "the only
musician in the world" according to
Gounod, spent long, weary years in
privation and poverty, was a victim
of typhus fever brought on by his
precarious existence, died penniless
and was buried in a pauper's grave
in St. Marx.
How often do we long
"For the touch of a vanished
hand.
And the sound of a voice that
is still,"
possibly because of omitted sympathy
and affection which we fain would
now speak. If you love your friend
begin at once to tell him so.

Suppose we be kind before our
friends are gone! It is better to
speak one strong, tender word while
they live rather than a hundred bombastic eulogies after they pass on.
The world has a brutal way of delaying appreciation when it is too
late.
Infrequently, our supreme
benefactors are crucified while they
live and are diefied when the struggle
is over. Remember Jeanne d'arc and
Jesus!

Perhaps there is some one dear to
your heart to whom such words
should be said. It may be there is
a letter long unwritten which should
be posted tonight. It may be that
you have been enriched by the possession of a generous friend, a
friend who has trodden with you
some desolate way of pain, or shared
with you some crushing burden, or
girded you with fresh vigor for your
struggle or inspired you in some
dolorous hour; make it known to him.
Do not wait until only regrets and
reproaches remain.

The artist lives upon his crust and
does immortal work for which we pay
princely sums a hundred years after

" A w o r d fitly s p o k e n , h o w g o o d
i t i s ! I t is like a p p l e s in b a s k e t s of
silver."

down to the Inl .
""f all
places . . . to fnan
bones to be used ii
rs.
Cooke, the head m
•,
however, that no pai
ted away down there .
Speaking of the bones
"The Wind and the Rai,.
we got up off our deati' •, to
witness last Friday night.
And
what a night!! The weathe vag
clear and cold, and the curtain
;3
fast . . . so fast, in fact, tha .-.
good many characters not listed
on the program, were seen flitting hither, thither, and yon during a good number of scenes, much
to the disconcertion of the actors
and the utter amazement of the
audience. Aside from this unique
and novel, tho somewhat
unpro^WtW.
fessional, arrangement, the play
turned out rather well. Gil MaxI HE L A S S O
well once again proved that he's
THE " L A S S O " 15 NOT
AN
INVENTION OF THE COWBOYS
almost (not quite) as good an actOF THE VJEiTCRN U.S.,BUT
or as ' waiter, and literally stole
BESAN IN ANCIENT ESYPT
AND INDl^ AS THE FAVORITE
the show from under the assemIMPLEMENT OF THE S H E P bled noses of the remainder of the
HERDS. •
cast, with the possible exception
of Bud Howland, George Young,
and Bob Warfield, who did a bit
of nose-swiping of their own. Had
the rest of the play maintained the
fast and brilliant pace set by the
first scene and by the rain effect<^
By M. J. Davis
produced by Clark-Limerick, Inc.,
our impression would have been a
ning came from one of the female little more than an eight-year alepatrons out in front. "Good ?" guzzling spree at Edinburgh.
says she, in a whisper you could
Incidentally, before we forget,
hear all over the house.
"Well, dear readers, have you noticed the
they oughta' be good. They pay tendency developing in Editor
$1,3501!"
Jones lately, to add devastating
Too much night wind, wocaliz- little innuendoes here and there in
ing and Winchester put us flat on this column? ? It's getting so that
our back in the Infirmary for the we're beginning to read our own
best part of last week, and, de- stuff again, just to see what Jonespite our condition, we certainly sy has to say about what we have
had a pleasant time of it down to say. However, things are gothere. Al Borden had the back ing to far. First thing you know,
room (the Bloated Plutocrat) while he'll slip an editorial to two in
(By
we were occupying one of the cen- amongst this sacred stuff.
tral cells. So many people tramp- the way, that may be one way of
read!) Now,
ed through out room to look at the getting that stuff
Malted Milk King, that it was just Jonesy, this has got to stop once
like sleeping on the Federal High- and for all. You've got the whole
way, as far as we were concerned. paper in which to put your little
They really do have merry times Ed. notes . . . you oughta' be satdown there, tho, what with Peggy sified . . . (Now, here's where we
Bashford, blackmailing
romantic fix him!) . . . and if you add any
Nurse Schwartz into forgetting to remarks to this, Jonesy, Old Mengive her any mineral oil, the reg- ace, it'll just go to prove you are
ulation night cap. Hank Lauter- old Meanie-Weanie we think you
back dropping in to bake an oc- are! (It IS a temptation, but we
casional leg or two, Aileen Grim- will let it pass.—Ed.)

H O W I T B E G A N ^.^^^^1-

OLLINSANIA

R

WE NOTE WITH DEEPEST SORROW THE PASSING OF T H E SPIRIT OF
ROLLINSANIA, AND
I T S
SUDDEN FALL FROM T H E
RANKS OF THE MIGHTY
TO JUST BELOW T H E EXCHANGE
COLUMN! FLAT
ON ITS BACK, WITH ONLY
ONE FEATURE LOWER TO
SINK, IT CAN NOW THUMB
ITS NOSE IN COMPLETE
DISDAIN A N D RECKLESS
ABANDON AT THE REST OF
THE
FEATURES
WHICH
NOW HAVE A REPUTATION
TO MAINTAIN. R. I. P.
We note with pride that first
place in the balloting fell to our
rugged competitors, who is, without a doubt, A. Dear. His chummy little effort, "Toy Squeals on
Rats" has won him a permanent
place in the hearts of all of us.
(Just like a cancer).
Besides
handing out this wreath of poison
ivy, we also want to dish out a
word of advice. Just as you can't
go through life saying
"Aw
Nerts," neither can you go through
four years of columning, such
"The Kappa Alpha Cut-Up who
lost his bi-focals while
playing
house with a Chi O cutie," or "The
Phi Mu frail who thinks you have
to strip the gears to cool the mo-tor" sort of stuff. It will get a
bit thick after awhile. You can
make 'em up too easy!

mer airing her marital difficulties,
and enough people wandering in and
out to make Grand Central Station look cheap. Louise MacPherson Grouped in late in the afternoon with "Well, M. J., I didn't
ever expect to see you n bed!"
(What kind of a crack is that,
anyway??)
While Jane Browne,
who came out second in a tussle
with a motor bike, came in and
held a hand for a while, leaving us
in a decidedly weaker state than
before, with our blood pressure
just bubbling over. All in all,
they treat you like a guest down
there, but an enforced diet of Doc
Burk's orange juice, and a Gawdawful concoction of cascara and
milk of magnesia prevents one
from getting that homey feeling,
or from forming the
infirmary
habit.

The Chapel Choir opened
its
concert season at Mt. Dora last
Tuesday night, and scored a
smashing . . . or rather, a crashing . . . success. Marge Weber
and "Spoony" Gibbs were caught
wrestling under the platform over
a sheaf of music when the curtain
rose for the opening number, and
'Ginny Roush closed the evening
by falling off said platform during
the last group of sacred music.
Ha, Ha, just a bunch of kids.
Connie Righter dropped in on a
Anything for a laugh, you know!! gruesome errand while we were in(Grrrrrrr) Best crack of the eve- carcerated down there. She came

HISTORY OF CAMPUS BUILDINGS
SINCE 1909 IS REVIEWED
(This is the seventh of a
series of articles which appear each week in the Sandspur as part of its observation of the coming Rollins
Semi-centennial.)
ROLLINS BUILDINGS
PART II
By JOHN BEAUFORT
"A fortnight ago, in the dead of
night, Knowles Hall was totally
destroyed by fire, together with
all its contents." This information
was contained in a letter
dated
December 18, 1909, from W. F.
Blackman to James Bertram. The
caUstrophe had the same effect as
if the Chapel, the present Knowles
Hall, and one or two of the class
buildings were to be consumed by
flames tonight. For in another
part of his letter. President Blackman writes, "Knowles Hall was the
first building erected on the Rollins campus; it was a cheap wooden structure; but in many respects
it was the most indispensable of
all our buildings. It contained the
chapel; all our recitation rooms,
eight in number; all our scanty
scientific apparatus, and our entire collection of scientific specimens."
Ironically enough the very year
that Knowles was burned the catalogue states that "a large Kewanee tank and Dean triplex electric
fire pump supply water through
large mains under a pressure of

Friday, while we were still recouping from our bronchial ills.
Prof. Clarke took his
Sociology
class around Orlando to inspect the
welfare work going on there. Besides the Old Folks' Home,
the
Juvenile Court, etc., they also visited the Home for Unmarried
Mothers, so maybe being indisposed wasn't such a bad idea, after
all. No use looking for trouble!!
Robert Wise was almost put away
in the Detention Home for Transients, through some mistake or
other. They let him go when they
discovered he was going to Rollins. Probably figured as long as
he was put away in some institution, it was safe enough.
Fred Astaire hit town last week
and all future dances during the
year are to be disrupted, subsequently. Last year he had us up
in the Dean's office for trying to
do the "Carrioca" in public, and
now he'll have us scampering ovthe furniture, trying to do the
)ntinental." Darn good thing
he doesn't do "The Man on the
Flying Trapeze, Oooooooooooh!!"
Here's one of those rare pieces
of news . . . a complaint about the
food! (Funny how some people are
never satisfied!) We let H. Brown
sit with the Exalted at our table
Sunday afternoon, and she had the
colossal effrontery to make cracks
about the fricasseed
chicken!
There was sand in it, she claimed,
too much grit. Well, Ye Gods,
who wants to eat a sissy chicken,
anyway? ?

seventy-five pounds to the inch to
all parts of the campus, and each
floor of every building is reached
by a riser and protected by hi
resting in brackets and ready for
instantaneous use. There are also
fire plugs between all the buildings.'
The following description of the
fire is extracted from an article
in the Sandspur:
We whiled away a few hours in
"While the bright glare shone Trowbridge's Bible Class the other
upon the accumulation of students, morning, trying to teach the
and before any serious work could Heathen how to play "Ghost." It's
be done, the fire had leaped from a game in which each person adds
room to room. The building had a letter of the alphabet and tries
become a fierce, fiery mass still to prevent the word being spelled
surrounded by erect walls . . . The to end on him. Gosh, you should
heat was so great that it soon be- have seen the brighties in that
came evident that Pinehurst was class. The only person in the room
on the verge of catching fire. One who knew words of more than two
could hear the breaking of
its syllables was Louise, that
little
windows and see the terrified stu- Large girl . . and then she couldn't
dents throwing their trunks out spell 'em!
of third story windows.
Odds 'n Ends: Dot Smith hid"Knowles was left to its fate ing behind that bull fiddle at Symand the hoses turned on the scorch- phony concert . . . Jack Barrington
ing side of Pinehurst. . . .
doing a Tom Mix at the college's
"The sides of Knowles
facing famous watering place . . . the
Pinehurst now gave way and fell strains of "Annie doesn't live here
outward in a burning heap, almost any more" coming full blast from
striking those who were managing Choirmaster
Honaas' room at
the hose between the buildings." Barze . . . Hazel Bowen looking
For several hours, the brightly like a million dollars in that red
illuminated campus was dotted evening gown Friday night . . .
with black figures carrying water Jane McCulloch driving around bebuckets, moving the few salvaged hind a liveried chauffen.- . . . Jerry
articles to safety and keeping the I Collinson's new red "flsnneli
(Continued on page 6)
jand A Merry Christmas to All II
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TARS SINK TAMPA TO TAKE STATE CHAMPIONSHIP
(CHAMPIONS OF FLORIDA'S "LITTLE ENTENTE"

; TARS END
SEASON
IWITH6 2WIN

Football
Banquet is
Planned

'Oi?,

jiHold Heavy Tampa Eleven With
»«tOnly one Substitution; Schrage
'iMakes Lone Tally; Schakales Stars
•^
_
•Hi
TAMPA, Fla., Dec. 8—The Rollins Tars climaxed the
'?^1934 football season with a grand finale here today with a
ti^6-2 victory over Tampa University in one of the closest and
lijhardest-played games of the year. Tampa sent 40 men of its
mjsquad of 40 into action, while the Tars, handicapped by a
Xjlack of reserve strength, used only one substitute throughout
Ijijthe whole contest.
lit
Rollins made its only tally in the opening quarter of the
,l^ game. ""After an exchange of kicks, several line plays, and
«(iOne or two penalties, O'Reilly, Spartan fullback, punted to
IjiSchrage who was downed on the-*home eleven's 30-yard line.
After punter had stepped out of the
jj, gaining but four yards in three end zone, automatically giving
Tampa a safety.
^Uine plays Chakales, Tar helmsr
Tampa had threatened in a ser;|. tossed a pass to George Miller who
^sidestepped and pivoted to Tampa' ies of drives that each time seemed destined to result in the winning
J,'three-yard line.
Each
^ Howe was stopped after a short score for the Spartans.
m]gain, but on the second play, Dave time the Rollins' line held at the
After the safelout Schrage carried the ball through crucial minute.
lji[ tackle for the only touchdown of ty, the Higgins' eleven started a
-the day.
Schrage's attempt for drive from its own five-yard line
[g, conversion hit the upright, but the which, led by Chancey, Rodriguez,
;, visitors had piled up what proved and O'Reilly, did not stop until
a pass was knocked down just
(j( to be the winning margin.
ji Tampa's two points came in the short of the Tars' goal line to give
'^i early part of the last quarter. The Rollins the ball on its own 25.
IK Rollins line held the Spartans From then on the game was mereTwo more
mil within the shadows of the visitors' ly a matter of time.
tfc goal posts for downs and the Tars first downs resulted for the Blue
at- gained possession of the ball six and Gold, and then Carmody, sent
f! inches away from the goal line. in to replace Howe, for the lone
it On the first play Schrage, stand- Tar substitution of the day, carD
i - ing 10 yards behind the goal line, ried the ball to Tampa's 42 on the
i« punted to Rollins' 37. However, last play of the contest.
No single member of the Tar
o: the ball was called back, the Tars
n receiving an off-side penalty of outfit can be called outstanding
three inches, half the distance to unless it was the Winter Park
The
^ the g|oal line.
Schrage's next quarterback, Soc Chakales.
11, kick went into the air, but the Tar keynoter seemed to have the
situation well in hand from the
opening whistle until the final
'
Good n e w s ! A r e a l R a i n - minutes of play.
Miller starred in spots but was
' w a t e r S h a m p o o at R i t z B e a u * t y Salon, M o r s e B l v d . , P h o n e losely watched and guarded by
the
opposing line. His only long
' 427-J.
of the game was for 38 yards
when he was stopped on the Tam^
pa 20-yard stripe after having
stepped his way through the
Spartan forwards and most of the
icondary.
Murphy and Powell excelled in
the forward wall, but it was the
teamwork of each of the eleven
which brought victory to the
Tars.
George Rogers, playing his last
game for Rollins, gave one of hi
W e h a v e a h o b b y of s h o w i n g C h r i s t m a s g i f t s of quali t y aj, m o d e r a t e p r i c e s —
May w e s h o w y o u ?

R. F. LEEDY & CO.

/"T

Eda's Beauty Shop

Rollins' 1934 footall squad a t start of present season. Left to right—Front row: Allen. Sbott, Sanno<*k, Haker, Andrews, Stafford,
G. Rogers, Brown.
Second row: Will Rogers, assistant coach; Jardine, Murphy, Hines, Roth, Carmody, Powell, Kettles, Dick Washington, assistant coach. Third row: MacDowall, head coach; Holden, assistant manager; Bills, manager; Mobley, Mclnnis, Schrage, Malone,
Johnson, Winant, Chakales, Miller, Guy Colado, assistant coach.
best exhibitions of the year. Others who saw action for the final
time under McDowall's tutelage
were Len Roth, Lint Malone, and
Dave Schrage.
The line-up:
Rollins
Pos. Univ. Tampa

Powell
Chakales
Schrag-e
Miller
Howe
Scoring — RoUin
; after, Schrage (mis;
Patterson, Hatcher,
Charles Moore, Wil
Officials: Rawdo
vy), referee; B,
(Ohio Wesleyan),
a), field judge; Ale:
ROLLilNS
TAMPA

-. 0 0 0

C

STATISTICS
Roll

First do
Yards g^ Ined from s c r i m Yards 1o s t f r o m s c r i m magre
Punts a / e r a & e y a r d a g e . . . .
Forward p a s s e s t r i e d
P'rw'd a a s s e s c o m p l e t e d
F'rw'd p a s s e s i n t e r c e p t e d
Penalties

35

!

Miller Gains Berth
On S. I. A. A. Team
Last week in the SIAA selections
issued by a board of directors of
the conference and sports writers
in the South, George Miller, of
Leesburg, Fla., a member of the
Rollins varsity football team, was
named in the backfield on
the
third team.
Soc Chakales, Tar quarterback,
of Asheville, North Carolina, was
given honorable mention in the experts' list of backfield men.
What Happens to the Girls?
Denver University freshmen are
forcibly ejected from all football
games if they are discovered
bringing dates with them.

THE COLONIAL
If You
What You
When You

WANT

Call the
Colonial

We recommend

ZOTOS

The Ultimate Permanent
No Machinery—No Electricity

ANDRE

DEPENDABILITY

NEWS AND VIEWS
OF SPORTS
By Reg. Clough
The Tar's victory over Tampa's Spartans last week, a
game which is fast becoming an annual classic in Florida
football, leaves Rollins with a clean slate in the SIAA, and,
of even more importance, the sole possessor of the unofficial
title of champions of the "little entente," an organized conference consisting of Rollins, Tampa, Stetson, Southern, and
Miami.
Tampa has lost to Stetson and the Tars; Miami
•bowed to Rollins, Tampa and Steson; Southern was conquered by Rollins, Tampa, Miami, and Stetson; Stetson trimmed
Tampa, but tied Miami; and Rollins alone remains undefeated
and untied with its clashes with Florida's smaller colleges.
This fact is especially gratifying when one considers that
the 1934 season has been filled with set-backs and handicaps
more than any other recent year in the Tar gridiron history.
Injuries and ineligibilities have taken so great a toll that only
twelve men were used in the season's finale. And yet to
complete the schedule by winning Saturday's clash, is the finest
possible tribute that team could have paid its coach and supporters
And the finest possible tribute a commentator
could make is merely to remind interested onlookers of what
has happened.
Next year may see an even stronger Rollins' eleven.
Only four starters are graduating, and a strong freshman
squad will, we hope, capably fill their places. As a nucleus
for 1935 McDowall will have, unless upsets occur, Hines,
Kettles, Murphy, Powell, Chakales, Miller, Howe and Carmody from this year's first eleven. In addition a list of substitutes including Mobley, Prentice, Solomons, Jardine, Brovm,
Winant, and Tuverson should see plenty of action next fall.
McDowall may draw heavily from the freshman squad for
varsity material next year. Although Baby Tars have not
been seen in Winter Park this fall the squad contains several
valuable players who will replace present seniors. Included
among the freshman gridsters are Greaves, MacArthur,
Vario, Whitelaw, Warren, Dear, Wittemore, Twitchell, Baker,
Socash, Murphy, Jordan, Murray, Argyris, Johnson, Littlel
and Young.
Insult was added to injury in Louisiana senate in its clash
with Tennessee on Saturday. The colonels lost by a 19-13
score for the second setback this year. The most noticeable
fact about this game was that the publicity on the contest
was almost completely stopped. Long's policy of not shouting
unless on top is not one which establishes credit either in finances or in football teams. Notre Dame's 14-0 victory over
Southern California upset many predictions except those who
still believe that the South Bend elevens can't lose. However,
it is gratifying to see Layden's first year at Notre Dame wind
up in a victorious climax.
With football nearly a past subject attention nationwide
in sports will soon center on major league baseball. Major
trades so far are Washington's sale of Joe Cronin, shortstopmanager, to Yawkey's Boston Red Sox, Bucky Harris' return
to the Capitol city, Pittsburgh's trade of French and Lindstrom for Chicago's Herman and others, and the Giants' purchase of Bartell, Philadelphia infielder.
We aren't at all
certain of the above but during the next three weeks we're
going to look again to make sure.

Quality Bakery

Irish Setter Puppies

Wishes everyone a
Joyous Christmas
and a
New Year of Happiness

for sale. Purebred, intelligent,
and effectionate. At "The Ripples", half way between Winter
Park and Orlando on the east
highway.

Hairdresser
206 East Park Avenue
W e wish Rollins S t u d e n t s and
Faculty a Merry Christmas
and a Prosperous New Year.

1935 LICENSE TAG WITH EACH OF THESE CARS

1933 Ford V-8 4 door Sedan
1930 Chevrolet Sport Coupe
1931 Chrysler Royal Sedan
1930 Chevrolet Coach
1929 Buick Coupe
1931 Chevrolet 4 door Sedan

$495.00
$215.00
$375.00
$235.00
$165.00
$335.00

NEWALDMOTO|rS
YOUR DODGEANDPLYMOUTH DEALER
G 2 - 7 0 W.COLONIAL ORIVf • • P H O N E 314-4.
USED CAR L O T - B B B N . ORANGE AVENUe

Philco
Sales and Service

TIME
Makes a Splendid
GIFT

BIRDSONG'S
PINE STREET GRILL

Elgin Watches
Engraving — Jewelry

A Mae West Special
For the Rollins College Boys and Girls

GROVEk

29 East Pine Street

i

A football banquet has been arranged by the Varsity Club for
both the Varsity and Freshman
teams.
It will be held in the
beanery tonight, Wednesday, December 12.
Besides the teams
and their coaches, a number of
guests have been invited.
The arrangments are being made
by a committee under the chairmanship of Henry Fordham, '17,
j)resident of the club.
Members of the varsity squad
invited to attend are: Thomas
Powell, Cleveland Mclnnis, Linton
Malone, George Miller, Joe Jardine, Robert Howe, James Mobley,
Ray Murphy, Carl Kettles, George
Rogers, R. Brown, George Hines,
Dave Schrage, Danny Winant, Bill
Carmody, Leonard Roth, Socrates
Chakales, Chick Prentice, Ken
Solomons, Jim Tuverson, Johnny
(Continued on Page 6)

Tar 1934 Record
Rollins
2; Florida
13
Rollins
18; Newberry
7
Rollins
6; Oglethorpe
13
Rollins
15; Southern
0
Rollins
14; Miami
0
Rollins
0; Cumberland
12
Rollins
27; Erskine
13
Rollins
6; Tampa
2
Games won, 5; games lost, 3.
Rollins points, 88; Opponents points, 60.

VERY SPECIAL

RAY

CRUISE CASE.

for that very dear friend! Specially designed by Dorothy Gray for smart
travelers. It's of sturdy black leather
lined with white, with large pocket
and big mirror. Inside is a generous
month's supply of precious Dorothy
Gray facial prepi.rations... plus Hand
Cream, Salon Face Powder, tissues,
eyebrow brush, and handy $ 4 A o o
tweezers
XU

BATH DUSTING POWDER . . . in the gayest of boxes,
I with big puiF. The scents are divine
.Jasmine and Rose Geranium . . .
^gr
and this downy-smooth, fragrant
'
"powder also has deodorant $ 4 50
properties
X

BATH E S S E N C E . . . a new.inexpensive luxury by Dorothy
Gray. It has a wonderfully fresh pine
' s c e n t and magical water-softening
' qualities. In a quaint, long-necked
green b o t t l e , b o u n d and $ n o o
sealed in gold
^

INICURE C A S E : . . A n d Dorothy Gray has thought
of everything for lovely, perfealygroomed hands. Two shades of the
new, non-chipping Polish, Oil-Base
Remover, Hand Cream, Cream foi
Brittle Nails, otange-stick, emery
; boards, and cuticle scissors. In a
^clever little French hat-box of bright
red or blue patent, or black $ | " o o
H7.:ird . . . .
Toiletries
^

Toiletries—1st Floor

Orlando

DICKSON-IVES
Orange Ave, Orlando, Phone 4134
Daily Deliveries to Rollins at 10 a. m.

THE ROLLINS S A N D S P U R

"Lost and Found"
OiRce Can Be
Quite Useful

Chicago Cluh
To Hold
Vacation Party

If it's missing, look in the "Lost
and Found."
Don't mope about,
asking your best friend several
times a day if he's seen it. You'll
lose him, too.
Whatever it is,
the "Lost and Found" may have
it, so go to the registrar's office
and inquire.
It won't cost you
a cent to get it back.
Our "Lost and Found" has been
flourishing this fall term. Last
week it contained pens, pencils,
wrist watches, and even a bow
off a girl's dress or coat.
Like
all good institutions it needs your
patronage, so bring in any stray
articles you find, and look there
first if something turns up missing.

The Rollins Club of Chicago is
giving a luncheon Saturday, December 29th a t 1:15 p. m. at the
College Inn of the Hotel Sherman.
All undergraduates in or near
Chicago for the holidays are cordially ii^vited to alttend. PIrice
will be $1.00 per plate. Dancing
all afternoon.
Reservations must be made not
later than December 2frth with
Evaline McNeil, 4556 Woodlawn
Avenue, Chicago.

Banquet
(Continued From Page 5)

Miss Robie
Entertains
Studio Club
Miss Virginia Robie entertained
the Rollins Studio Club last Wednesday night at Pugsley Hall.
. An interesting evening was spent
discusing the decoration and details of Mayflower and Pugsley.
Miss Robie told how she planned
the two attractive living rooms and
selected the furniture and accessories for them.
She also explained the types and periods of
furniture used, and the way the interesting historical relics in Mayflower were acquired.
Punch and sandwiches were served later in the evening.
The next meeting of the club
will be K'eld tonigiht, Deuem'ber
12, a t 8 P. M.
Seventy-eight of every hundred
school teachers are women.

DUKE UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
DURHAM, N. C.
Four terms of eleven weeks are
given each year.
These may be
taken consecutively (graduation in
three years) or three terms may
be taken each year (graduation in
four years).
The entrance requirements are intelligence, character and at least two years of
college work, including the subjects specified for Grade A Medical Schools.
Catalogues and application forms may be obtained
from the the Dean.

. . . QUALITY . . .

The Rendezvous

Moore, and IManagers, John Bills,
John Brown, Alfred McCreary.
Baby Tar Players invited include: Lyman Greaves, Robert
MacArthur, Si Vario, Malcolm
Whitelaw, Alberto Warren, Arthur Dear, Richard Whittemore,
William Twitchell, Eliot Baker,
William Socash, Wilson Scanlon,
Paul Murphy, Quillian Jordan,
Donald Murray, Chris Argyris,
Bob Johnson, Ralph Little, Harold
Young, and Manager Chapin.
Coaches who will be guests include: Jack McDowall, Guy Colado, Will Rogers, Webber Haines,
Richard Washington and Red Miller.

DAVIS
Office Supply Co.
19 E. Pine St., Orlando Tel. 4822

LUCY LITTLE
Orchids

CLEAN CLOTHES CRAFTSMAN

Orange Laundry
Acme Colonial Cleaners

ORLANDO STEAM LAUNDRY
French Dry Cleaners
PHONE
Winter Park—9188

Orlandc—3176

EDDIE REYNOLDS

THE MUSIC BOX
East Pine

IN SPORTS
Maxeda Hess won handily from
Betty Lawn Mower to advanc
the semi-finals of the Fall tennis
tournament, while Willie Murphy
met Jane Thayer yesterday afternoon to decide who will meet Hess
for the championship. Thayer
ibeat Carol Smith last week to advance to the semi-finals.
Cloverleaf was again the victor,
when the yearling sextette met
Mayflower cagers on the Recreation Halt courts last week. They
rang up a 38-12 score a week ago
this afternoon and the next night
the Theta team won their
first
game from the Pi Phis, defending
champions, by a decision of 17-11.
Gamma Phi continued their unbroken winning streak by trouncing Mayflower 39-4 in the second
game of the evening. The standing is now: Gamma Phi; won 4,
lost none, one game to play, and
Cloverleaf, won 3, lost 1, one game
to play. While Gamma Phis have
shown themselves to be the stronger team, Cloverleaf has improved
a great deal since the beginning of
the season and promise to be real
threats on next year's squad.

Doris Smiley shot a round of
106 in the first bracket of the
archery competition. The second
round was shot off yesterday and
tomorrow afternoon the final
round will be held at four o'clock
Other guests will include: Dr.
1 the Cloverleaf range.
B. A. Burks, Dr. Roland Hotard,
C. W. Gary, Harry Kretsinger,
Tampa Hyer beat Phyllis Dorr,
Pres. Hamilton Holt, Dr. W. S.
and 5 to win the Fall IntermedAnderson, Dr. A. D. Enyart, Wiliate Golf Tourney. Hyer showed
lard Wattles, Edward P. Weinberg,
self as a potential Varsity playDr. U. T. Bradley, W. L. Roney,
in this match and it is evident
Frederic H. Ward, Ralph S. Clark,
that with more practice and comFleetwood Peeples, Stuart Hagpetition she will be first string
gerty, Ervin T. Brown, Donald Vinmaterial. Although her score for
cent, Reginald Clough, George C.
this match was 56, her average is
Cartwright, sr., George C. Cartaround fifty and she should be
wright, jr., Harold Mutispangh,
well able to clip four or five
Robert Davis, Capt. Merlin Mitchstrokes off of this in the coming
ell, Harry Greene, Leonard Mcseason. The Varsity tourney has
Lucas, Ben F. Kuhns, Jim Harper,
been held up and Jane LeRoy has
and Bill Norris.
still to meet Twitchell, as do Betty Myers and Penny. The finals
for this fray will be held sometime the latter part of the week.

Orchids

POPULAR MUSIC

WOMEN

Magruder Arcade
Orchestra Bookings

East Church
Records

10c A DAY BUYS A NEW
REMINGTON PORTABLE
To
$79.50

GUARANTEED REPAIRS ON ALL MAKES

REMINGTON-RAND
25 W. Washington Street
ORLANDO

Phone 3473

lege for a number of years, until
its removal to Orlando.
In 1929, with the opening of
Rollins Hall, the first step was
(Continued from Page 4)
taken in the new campus plan,
fire from spreading. Finally the which had been recently approved
flames abated. The Sandspur fur- by the trustees. This dormitory,
ther notes that, "The water sys- which accommodates 24 men, was
tem worked perfectly. A high the gift of the late Edward W.
pressure was kept up by the en- Rollins, Another unit to the new
gines with four hoses running and plan, was added during the followbroken pipes in the burning build- ing year, included Mayflower and
Pugsley Halls—the former
the
ing."
gift of an un-named donor and the
But if 1909 was marked by one latter, given by ex-Congressman
disaster, it also saw two valuable Cornelius Pugsley, a trustee.
additions to the campus. For both
Two other buildings which have
Chase Hall, a men's dormitory and
been erected within the last two
Carnegie Hall, the gift of Andrew
years under the new campus plan
Carnegie, were ready for use. The
and in the "Spanish-Mediterranlatter building has since always
ean" architecture, are the Annie
housed the library and administra
Russell Theatre and the Knowles
tion offices.
Memorial Chapel, both built in
Commencement of work on the
1932.
The chapel is the largest
new Knowles Hall, "a much larger,
building on the campus. The gift
more convenient" building th;
of Mrs. George Warren, the
the old one, marked the third
daughter of Francis B. Knowles, a
bright spot in the history of Rolfounder of Rollins, this beautiful
lins' buildings in 1909. This buildbuilding was designed by Ralph
ing contained "recitation rooms, a
Adams Cram, the noted church
physical laboratory, two chemical
architect.
It is joined to the
laboratories, apparatus, balan.ce
theatre by two loggia and a small
dark rooms, lecture and demoncloister garden lies between the
stration rooms for instruction in
two structures.
science, a museum, an auditorium
The Annie Russell Theatre is
containing a $5,000 pipe organ and
a concert grand piano and a cen- one of the most remarkable buildings
on the campus. It is perfecttral steam-heating plant." The
museum and the chapel
shared ly equipped for any type of draquarters at this time and contin- matic production, and like all the
ued to do so for several years. new buildings was designed to harLater chapel services were held at monize with the type of architectthe Congregational church and one ure which distinguishes the Rolyear they took the form of special lins buildings. Mrs. Edward W.
assemblies held on the bleachers Bok donated the theatre in honor
of her friend, Miss Annie Russell,
by the lake.
one of the leading actresses in the
The second Rollins fire occurred
theatre of an earlier decade.
in 1918, when the old dining hall
These five latest buildings mark
was burned. This was replaced by
the present "Beanery," which has the beginning of a new chapter in
1 enlarged from time to time the history of Rollins buildings
stands on the site of the for- and it is hoped that the near fucommons. During the fol- ture will witness the same progwhich has marked the imlowing ten years, no extensive
building was done. Recreation pressive beginning of Dr. Holt's
im
for the coming Rollins camHall, a large auditorium with
tage and basketball facilities and pus.
. seating capacity of 2,000 people
.•as erected in 1925. It was also
The Indiana university library
in that year that the interior of has received copies of some of the
Lyman gymnasium was remodelled famous compositions of Hoagy
to accommodate classes. About Carmichael, who wrote "Lazy
this time, WDBO, one of the few Bones," "Star Dust," and "Old
college radio stations in the coun- Rockin' Chair."
These original
try, was opened in the building copies will be preserved in a metal
now occupied by the speech studio. case. Carmichael graduated from
The station remained at the col- Indiana in 1926.

Buildings

heres lahai she smokes

evening refreshments were ser
including a birthday cake for Carol
Smith, Durl Rodgers and Dotlu
^ the ek end
The Phi Mu
Goeller, whose respective birthguests of Miss Dorothea Breck
days are in December.
while in Tampa for the RollinsTampa game. While there they
Sixteen children from
Winter
stayed at her camp at
Ballast
Park were the guests of the AlPomt.
pha Phi pledges at the house
Miss Elizabeth Cobb, of Vero Tuesday afternoon, when a ChristBeach was an over-night guest of mas party was given for them.
The decorated tree was heavily
Miss Doris Leavitt last
Friday
night. The two returned to Miss laden with tarleton stockings
stuffed
with gifts, candies and
Cobb's home Saturday for the
finiit for each boy and girl. Games
week end.
were played outside and popsicles,
cookies and nuts were enjoyed later. Perry Oldham was chairman
of this Social Service party.
The Gamma Chapter of Kappa
Alpha Theta gave a Christmas
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Winant of
party on Monday evening. After
Brooklyn, N. Y., arrived in Windinner the actives and pledges exter Park last week to remain unchanged Christmas presents, with
til the end of the term, when they
which a tree had been decorated.
will accompany their son and
The chapter wishes to extend
daughter, Danny and Elfreda,
best wishes for a very Merry
home.
Christmas to all the members of
the faculty and student body.
Barbara Parsons, Elfreda Winant and Carol Smith
attended
the Rollins-Tampa game Saturday.

PfflMU

K. A. THETA

Cffl OMEGA

The alumnae of Chi Omega Sorority entertained the active members and pledges a t a Christmas
supper Sunday night. Three dozen glasses and a pair of andirons
and a cedar chest were given to
the house and each guest received
an appropriate favor.
The hostesses were: Claire
Adolfs, Kay Lewis, Anne Stone,
Olive Dickson, Gertrude Ward and
Mrs. Turnbull.

ALPHA Pffl

Mrs. Fred R. Large and daughter, Carlotta, will arrive here
from Miami Beach Wednesday
and remain until Saturday when
Louise Large will return to Rochester, N. Y., with them.

German Club
Holds Meeting
The German Club held its second meeting this year at 8:15
Thursday evening in the home of
Professor Feuerstein.
The club is made up of those
students taking German who wish
to enrich their conversational abilities.
The members enjoy singing songs in German as well as
working out dramatic improvisions. These impromptus, although
not yet done in German, give the
players opportunity to display
their dramatic ability.

Alpha Phi members, pledges
and alumnae gave their
annual
Christmas party Monday evening
t the Chapter house.
A large illuminated Christmas
tree was the center of attraction,
and a Santa Claus presented a gift
to each one. Names had been
drawn and presents selected to
carry out the "white elephant"
idea. Graduation gifts were preTrousers are women's traditionsented the two seniors leaving at
the end of the term, Carol Smith al garb and skirts really belong to
and Louise Large. Later in the men.—Ethel Traphagen.

